(P < .001). The rate monotonically decreased with age, from 16.5% for men 20 to 39 years of age to 6.9% for men 50 to 59 years of age to 1.4% for men 70 years of age or older (P < .001). The factors associated with a higher likelihood of CPM included younger age (eg, 20-39 years vs ≥70 years, with an adjusted odds ratio of 15.3 [95% CI, 7.7-30.4]), white race (blacks vs whites, with an adjusted odds ratio of 0.6 [95% CI, 0.4-0.9]), and private insurance (Medicaid vs private insurance, with an adjusted odds ratio of 0.5 [95% CI, 0.2-1.0]) (Table 2).

Discussion | We report, for the first time to our knowledge, that the use of CPM for men who received a diagnosis of unilateral breast cancer has substantially increased over time in the United States, with the procedure more common in younger, white, and privately insured patients. The reasons for these changing patterns are unknown, although similar factors are also associated with the use of CPM for women with breast cancer. In addition, the use of CPM for women has been shown to be associated with the use of genetic testing and magnetic resonance imaging during diagnosis, which have increased over the past decade. However, it is unknown whether the use of CPM for men is associated with genetic testing, family history, magnetic resonance imaging, or fear of contralateral breast cancer (contralateral breast cancers are more common in men than women), and we do not have these variables in our analytical database to examine their associations with use of CPM.

Ironically, the increase in the rate of CPM, a costly procedure without a survival benefit, is unfolding in the face of a greater emphasis on value in cancer care. Health care professionals should be aware that the trends in CPM are not limited to women alone, and clinicians should educate male patients about the existing evidence of the benefit, harm, and cost of CPM in order to help patients make informed decisions about their treatments.
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Negative Finding From Computed Tomography of the Abdomen After Blunt Trauma

Despite the focus on time management, cost-efficient health management, resource utilization, and the growing evidence regarding the long-term effects of radiation exposure, the liberal use of computed tomography (CT) for trauma remains common. Determining which patients require CT imaging and what percentage of negative CT findings is an acceptable counterpart to potential missed cases of occult injury is a topic of significant debate. The use of negative CT findings after trauma as a trigger for early hospital discharge has been shown to decrease hospital costs. In the current era, however, a missed injury after trauma is often regarded as a “never event.” Although CT imaging has become a highly reliable adjunct to a physical examination after trauma, concern remains regarding its sensitivity and specificity in detecting hollow viscus injury. Despite the growing number of patients with negative CT findings, it remains unclear at what point it is safe to clear these patients for hospital discharge. Given the sensitivity of physical examinations for post-traumatic intra-abdominal injury and of CT scans for solid organ injury, we hypothesized that a negative CT finding for an asymptomatic patient after blunt abdominal trauma is sufficient to exclude major intra-abdominal injury.

Methods | All blunt trauma patients admitted in 2013 who underwent CT of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis on admission were evaluated, and those who underwent CT of the abdomen and pelvis and had negative findings formed the study group. A negative CT finding was defined as a CT scan revealing no abnormalities aside from incidental findings noted on the final report. All images were read by an attending radiologist. During this period, all patients with a mechanism sufficient to trigger a CT scan were observed after imaging to evaluate for delayed injury.

Patients’ demographics, injuries, results of physical examinations, external signs of trauma, and durations of observation were recorded. The primary outcome was a delayed injury diagnosis.
The study was reviewed and approved by the institutional review board of the University of Southern California. The present study was a retrospective study requiring no patient interaction, and, as such, informed consent was waived.

Results | In total, 620 patients had negative findings from abdominal imaging and were admitted to the surgical observation unit. The majority of trauma injuries were due to motor vehicles (303 patients [48.9%]), automobiles vs pedestrians (117 patients [18.9%]), and motorcycle collisions (76 patients [12.3%]). The mean (SD) Glasgow Coma Scale score was 14.7 (0.9), and the mean (SD) Injury Severity Score was 5.0 (4.4), with only 15 patients (2.4%) with an Injury Severity Score higher than 15. External signs of trauma included ecchymosis or hematoma in 71 patients (11.5%), most commonly a “seat belt sign,” or abdominal wounds in 35 patients (5.6%). Abdominal tenderness was noted in 171 patients (27.6%). Overall, 324 patients (52.3%) remained in the hospital for observation for more than 24 hours (Table). The majority of these patients remained in the hospital for orthopedic management (n = 168), continued workup or treatment of comorbid conditions (n = 57), or additional imaging (n = 55). The remaining 296 patients (47.7%) were discharged from the hospital within 24 hours. No delayed abdominal injuries were noted after negative CT findings, and this included patients who initially presented with abdominal pain and the seat belt sign.

Discussion | A CT scan of the abdomen with a negative finding was highly specific for ruling out intra-abdominal injury. Although our study is limited by being a single-center, retrospective analysis, the large volume and consistent postimaging observation period strengthen the results. Patients were routinely observed after a negative finding with the specific intent to evaluate for delayed presentation of hollow viscus injury with serial laboratory tests and abdominal examinations. Although a significant percentage of patients had abdominal pain or external signs of trauma at presentation, no patient with a true negative CT finding developed delayed abdominal injury. Although further prospective analysis with multicenter participation will be needed to better characterize these results, based on these data, asymptomatic evaluable patients with a negative abdominal CT finding can likely be safely discharged from the hospital or dispositioned to another treating service.
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ASSOCIATION OF VA SURGEONS

Safety and Short-term Outcomes of a Single-Port Laparoscopic Approach to Colorectal Surgery

Recent literature has established that single-port laparoscopy (SPL) is a feasible alternative to the traditional multiport laparoscopic approach for colorectal surgery.1-3 Multiport laparoscopy has been demonstrated to be safe for obese patients4; however, there is a lack of experience with and data on the use of SPL for obese patients. We hypothesize that safe and reasonable outcomes can be achieved when SPL is used before a right hemicolectomy for obese patients (ie, those patients with a body mass index [BMI] ≥30 [calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared]).